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Clown nose-like lesion refers to the manifestation of a reddish or skin-colored bulge on

the tip of the nose or the manifestation of bulbous tip of the nose. More and more

clinical cases show that clown nose-like lesion can also be the indication of some

genetic syndromes, not just the manifestation of metastatic visceral tumor as it initially

proposed. However, the clinical features of clown nose-like lesion indicated by metastatic

malignancies, genetic cancer predisposition syndromes or primary diseases involving

the nasal tip are lacking. In this study, patients with clown nose-like lesion in our clinical

practices and from published literatures were collected and reviewed. We found that

clown nose-like lesions caused by metastatic malignancies including lung cancer are

often solitary and more common in male (24/31) older individuals (average age 62.3,

ranging 40–78 years old). In addition, they usually appear for a short time, and are prone

to be misdiagnosed as primary nasal diseases, leading to a poor prognosis (all patients

with data available died within 4months). Clown nose-like lesions associated with genetic

cancer predisposition syndromes usually develop at a young age (mean age 15.3) with

female preference (9/10). They are accompanied by multiple-systemic involvements,

including low hair volume, developmental delay, cancer predisposition or neurological

diseases. They show slow development and often positive family history (6/10). These

two kinds of clown nose-like lesions are often asymptomatic, which delays the diagnosis

and treatment of underlying malignancies or syndromes. In brief, the term of clown nose-

like lesion is underrecognized, and should be updated. Clown nose-like lesions can serve

as indicators to at least three categories of clinical issues: metastatic visceral tumors,

genetic syndromes, and primary diseases involving the nasal tip. Increased awareness

of clinical features of updated clown nose-like lesions can alert physicians to these

underlying malignancies or syndromes, render earlier detection of associated medical

issues, and allow for genetic counseling of family members.
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INTRODUCTION

Clown nose-like lesion refers to the manifestation of a reddish
or skin-colored bulge on the tip of the nose or the manifestation
of bulbous tip of the nose, resembling the fake nose of a clown
(1). Initially, clown nose-like lesion was considered as a indicator
of cutaneous metastatic malignancies, including lung cancer (2),
renal clear cell carcinoma (3), rhabdomyosarcoma (4), cervical
cancer (5), and liver cancer (6). In clinical practice, however, it
can also be a cue for genetic syndromes, such as Tricho-Rhino-
Phalangeal syndrome (7), as well as some primary nasal diseases
including infections such as leishmaniasis (8), inflammations
such as rosacea (9), and tumors such as keratoacanthoma (10).

In this study, patients with clown nose-like lesions in our
clinical practices and from published literatures were collected
and reviewed. They were divided into three categories: metastatic
visceral tumors, genetic syndromes, and primary diseases
involving the nasal tip. Detailed clinical features on the gender,
age, skin lesion characteristics, nasal skin lesion symptoms, initial
diagnosis, and outcome of these cases were analyzed. Increased
awareness of these clinical features of updated clown nose-like
lesions can alert physicians to the underlying malignancies or
genetic syndromes, and render earlier detection of associated
medical comorbidities.

METHODS

Patients
We collected clinical cases with clown nose-like lesions who
were admitted to our dermatology departments. Their initial
diagnoses were made by a dermatologist at admission, and
confirmed/corrected by three independent dermatologists with
the help of histopathology and/or medical imaging. This clinical
case survey was approved by Medical Ethics Committee in
Sichuan Academy of Medical Sciences & Sichuan Provincial
People’s Hospital.

Literature Review
Published cases with clown nose-like lesions were retrieved from
the databases of PubMed and Google Scholar. Medical Subject
Heading (MeSH) included “nose” or “nasal” combined with
“syndrome,” “genetic,” “cancer,” “tumor,” or “carcinoma.” Only
articles published in English were included.

Data Analysis
These cases were divided into three categories: metastatic visceral
tumors, genetic syndromes, and primary diseases involving the
nasal tip. Their medical records were collected and reviewed.
Detailed clinical features on the gender, age, skin lesion
characteristics, nasal skin lesion symptoms, initial diagnosis, and
outcome of these cases was analyzed.

RESULTS

Demographic and Clinical Characteristics
In total, 31 cases with clown nose-like lesions from metastatic
visceral tumors and 10 cases with clown nose-like lesions

from genetic syndromes, as well as 20 kinds of primary
diseases involving the nasal tip, were collected (Figure 1). Their
detailed demographic information and clinical characteristics
were displayed in Tables 1–4.

Clown Nose-Like Lesions Secondary to
Metastatic Visceral Tumors
Nasal Tip Cutaneous Metastasis From Lung

Carcinoma
Internal malignant tumors can metastasize to other organs
including the skin (49, 50). When looking up the frequency of
metastasis of lung carcinomas, there are some preferential sites,
as the bone 34.3%, the brain 28.4%, the adrenals 16.7%, and the
liver 13.4%, depending on the availability of research data (51).
Lung carcinoma metastasis to the skin, especially the nose, is rare
and easily overlooked.

In this study, a total of 16 cases of lung cancer metastasis
with clown nose-like lesions were collected (Table 1). We found
they usually presented as active or fixed, hard or soft, single or
multiple, painless nodules. They had a variety of colors, ranging
from flesh-colored to red-purple, blue-black, and they ranged in
diameter from 5mm to 6 cm (Figure 1). The average age of the
16 cases was 65.9 (ranging 57–76 years old), indicating that lung
cancer and its nasal metastasis have a higher incidence in older
individuals. Only two of the 16 cases were women. Considering
that the incidence of lung cancer is not much different between
men and women (52), it further indicated that nasal metastasis
may be more likely to occur in male (14/16) older lung cancer
patients (average age 65.4). In addition, most lung cancer patients
(11/16) with clown nose-like lesions have been demonstrated
to be metastatic squamous cell carcinoma by histopathology.
Moreover, the nose is the most noticeable area of the face, and
patient with nasal involvement are more likely to present to a
dermatology clinic, while ignoring the signs and symptoms that
accompany systemic diseases, especially when there is no history
of internal malignancies. In this study, we showed that clown
nose-like lesions usually appear for a short time (<2 months),
and most cases (14/16) were misdiagnosed as primary nasal skin
diseases, especially rosacea or furuncle, at the first visit. Finally,
the prognosis of lung cancer with skin metastasis is poor. Skin
metastases are usually accompanied by internal metastases in
other organs, such as brain, liver, bone and adrenal glands (our
Case 3). It has been reported that the average survival time
after metastasis was 5 months (53). In this retrospective analysis,
patients died about 4 months after the diagnosis of clown nose-
like lesion metastasis, suggesting poorer prognosis (Table 1).

Nasal Tip Cutaneous Metastasis From Other

Carcinomas
In addition to the 16 cases of lung cancer metastasis mentioned
above, we analyzed 15 cases suffering from nasal metastasis
secondary to renal clear cell carcinoma, rhabdomyosarcoma,
cervical cancer, chordoma, liver cancer, acute myeloid leukemia,
basal laryngeal squamous cell carcinoma, squamous cell
carcinoma of the larynx, thyroid cancer, hypopharyngeal
cancer, hypopharyngeal squamous cell carcinoma, esophageal
squamous cell carcinoma and esophageal cancer, respectively
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FIGURE 1 | Clinical images of clown nose-like lesions. (A–D) Clown nose-like lesions secondary to metastatic visceral tumors. (A) A 65-year-old man with lung

squamous cell carcinoma (case 4 in Table 1), initially misdiagnosed as rosacea; (B,C) a 65-year-old man with lung squamous cell carcinoma (case 2 in Table 1),

initially misdiagnosed as folliculitis; (D) a 63-year-old woman with lung squamous cell carcinoma (case 1 in Table 1), initially misdiagnosed as basal cell carcinoma.

(E–H) Clown nose-like lesions nose as manifestations of genetic syndromes. (E) A 34-year-old woman with tuberous sclerosis (case 6 in Table 3); (F) a 40-year-old

woman with multiple familial trichoepithelioma (case 5 in Table 3); (G) a 85-year-old woman with Brooke-Spiegler syndrome (11); (H) a 13-year-old girl with

Tricho-Rhino-Phalangeal Syndrome in our department. (I–L) Primary skin disease of clown nose-like lesions. (I) A 47-year-old man with sebaceous gland hyperplasia

(case 12 in Table 4); (J) a 62-year-old woman with superficial skin mycosis (case 8 in Table 4); (K) a 42-year-old man with rosacea (case 10 in Table 4); (L) a

34-year-old man with nasal squamous cell carcinoma (case 9 in Table 4).

TABLE 1 | Nasal tip cutaneous metastasis from lung carcinoma.

Sex/Age Description of nasal lesion Course of clown

nose-like lesion

Initial diagnosis Lung histopathology Prognosis References

F/76 A blue-black spherical mass N/A Haemangioma Oat cell carcinoma Died in 3M (12)

M/67 A subcutaneous lump 4M Rhinophyma Squamous cell carcinoma N/A (12)

M/71 N/A N/A Rosacea Squamous cell carcinoma Died immediately (13)

M/65 Enlarging nasal tip 4W Cellulitis Adenosquamous cell

carcinoma

Died in several weeks (14)

M/58 Nodules 1M Metastatic tumor Not described Died in 3M (15)

M/63 N/A N/A Tumor Anaplastic large cell

carcinoma

Died in 2W (16)

M/59 Nodules 6W Mass Squamous cell carcinoma N/A (17)

M/64 A cutaneous tumor 3M Furuncle Large cell undifferentiated

carcinoma

Died in 6M (18)

M/74 Fuchsia nodules N/A Folliculitis Squamous cell carcinoma Died in 3M (19)

M/62 A round erythematous nodule 5W Tumor Squamous cell carcinoma Died in 5M (2)

M/76 A round erythematous tumor 4M Rhinophyma Squamous cell carcinoma Died in 1M (2)

M/57 Tender, oval and erythematous nodules 1M Rhinophyma Squamous cell carcinoma Died in 9M (2)

F/63 Pale pink patches and black scabs 1M Basal cell carcinoma Squamous cell carcinoma Died in 6M Our case 1

M/65 Red nodules with clear border 5W Folliculitis Squamous cell carcinoma Died in 7M Our case 2

M/70 Cauliflower-like mass 2M Metastatic tumor Squamous cell carcinoma Died in 2M Our case 3

M/65 Red nodule <1M Rosacea Squamous cell carcinoma N/A Our case 4

“F” and “M,” female and male in Sex column; “Y,” “M,” and “W,” year, month, and week in course of clownlike nose column; “N/A,” data not available.
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TABLE 2 | Nasal tip cutaneous metastasis from other carcinomas.

Sex/AgePrimary tumor Nasal lesions Course of

clownlike nose

Chief complaint

organ at first

visit

Treatment Prognosis References

Nasal tip System therapy

F/55 Renal clear cell

carcinoma

Vascular

erythema, papules

1 Y Kidney N/A Local radiotherapy N/A (3)

F/6 Rhabdomyosarcoma

of nasal cavity

Nose lumps 6M Nasal tip resection Partial resection N/A (4)

F/48 Cervical cancer Purple-red and

swollen; dilated

capillaries

3M Nasal tip Local radiotherapy Resection Purplish redness

faded after 5 years

(5)

F/64 Cervical cancer Swelling 3M Cervix Radiotherapy Surgery plus

radiotherapy

Died after 3M (20)

M/40 Sacrococcygeal

chordoma

Small hard

nodules

2M Spine N/A N/A N/A (21)

M/78 Liver cancer Violet bump N/A N/A N/A N/A Died after 20M (6)

M/18 Acute myeloid

leukemia

Violet nodules,

bumps

1M N/A N/A Chemotherapy Getting well

gradually

(22)

M/72 Basal laryngeal

squamous cell

carcinoma

Tumors prone to

bleeding

N/A Throat N/A Surgery, radiotherapy

and chemotherapy

Died after 2M (23)

M/77 Squamous cell

carcinoma of the

larynx

Nose lumps 3M Throat Partial resection Radiotherapy or

chemotherapy

N/A (24)

M/54 Thyroid cancer N/A 2M Neck N/A Chemotherapy Died after 2M (25)

M/74 Hypopharyngeal

cancer

Red nodules 2W Hypopharynx,

esophagus

N/A Chemotherapy,

surgery and

radiotherapy

N/A (26)

M/54 Hypopharyngeal

squamous cell

carcinoma

Dilation of nasal

capillaries, central

ulcer

2M Hypopharynx N/A Chemotherapy N/A (27)

F/74 Esophageal

squamous cell

carcinoma

Painless violet-like

red nodules

6W Esophagus N/A N/A N/A (28)

M/54 Esophageal

squamous cell

carcinoma

Dilated nasal

blood vessels and

central necrosis

N/A Esophagus Surgery Surgery, radiotherapy N/A (29)

M/59 Esophageal cancer Hemispherical

mass with clear

boundaries

N/A Nasal tip N/A Chemotherapy Died after 18M (30)

“F” and “M,” female and male in Sex column; “Y,” “M,” and “W,” year, month, and week in course of clownlike nose column; “N/A,” data not available.

(Table 2). In these cases, the course of clown nose-like lesion
lasted from several weeks to 1 year (mean 3 months), and
nasal manifestations usually appeared as swelling, purplish red
bumps or nodules. Similar to lung cancer metastasis, patients
with clown nose-like lesions secondary to these cancers were
usually older than 50 (average age 55.1, ranging 6–78 years old),
especially male (10/15) older patients (average age 58, ranging
40–78 years old). When we put all the tumors together (Tables 1,
2), we can still find gender preference of clown nose-like
lesion in male elderly (24/31, average age 62.3, ranging 40–78
years old).

The primary tumors were diagnosed first in most cases (12/15
cases), however, in some cases like the nasal tip metastasis from
rhabdomyosarcoma, cervical cancer, and esophageal cancer in
Table 2, the diagnosis of clown nose-like lesion even preceded
the primary tumors. Consistent with those in lung cancers, clown

nose-like lesions in these tumors also indicate poor prognosis,
and patients died about 9 months after the diagnosis of clown
nose-like lesion metastasis.

Clown Nose-Like Lesion as a
Manifestation of Genetic Syndromes
Nasal lesions can also be as a manifestation of some genetic
syndromes. We collected or referred to 10 cases of genetic
syndromes with clown nose-like lesions, including Hernandez
syndrome, Tricho-Rhino-Phalangeal Syndrome type I, multiple
familial trichoepithelioma, tuberous sclerosis, and Brooke-
Spiegler Syndrome (Table 3 and Figure 1). All cases developed
nasal manifestations at a young age (mean 15.3 years old).
Nine of them were women, suggesting a possible female
predilection. Their nasal lesions usually presented as multiple
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TABLE 3 | Clown nose-like lesion as a manifestation of genetic syndromes.

Sex/Age Diagnosis Characteristics of nasal

lesions

Time of skin lesion Involvement other than

nose

Family history References

F/16 Hernandez syndrome A large bulbous nose with

thickened alae nasi and

septum

Since age 8 Convulsive disorder,

psychomotor retardation, and

obesity

N/A (31)

F/4 Multiple familial

trichoepithelioma

Multiple round smooth

translucent solid nodules

and papules

Since age 2 N/A Grandmother and

mother

(32)

F/40 Multiple familial

trichoepithelioma

Numerous flesh-colored

round solid nodules and

papules

Since age 10 Trichoblastic carcinoma Mother Our case 5

F/8 Tricho-Rhino-Phalangeal

Syndrome-I

Round nose Since age 8 Short and sparse hair, sparse

outer eyebrows, short stature,

thin nails, and curved fingers

Mother and

grandmother

(33)

M/4 Tricho-Rhino-Phalangeal

Syndrome-I

Thick and pear-shaped

nose

Since age 4 Thinning hair, thinning of the

outer eyebrows, thin upper lip,

premature fusion of the

epiphyses, difficulty in eating

since childhood

N/A (7)

F/1.4 Tricho-Rhino-Phalangeal

Syndrome-I

Spherical nasal tip After birth Growth retardation after birth,

sparse hair, thin upper lip,

prominent ears and forehead,

small chin, short hands, and

feet

Grandfather, uncle

and mother

(34)

F/34 Tuberous sclerosis Light red rice grains to

pea-sized hard pimples

Since age 30 Mental retardation, epilepsy,

hemoptysis, multiple

subungual fibromas, multiple

hamartomas of the liver and

kidney, pulmonary

lymphangiomyomatosis

Mother and son Our case 6

F/15 Tuberous sclerosis Pale red verrucous

papules

Since age 10 Mental retardation, epilepsy,

multiple fibromas. Brain MRI

and CT showed several

cortical and subcortical

nodules, subependymal

nodules

N/A (35)

F/26 Tuberous sclerosis Pale red pimples Since age 26 Epilepsy, brain imaging

showed multiple cortical

nodules and cortical

malformations, but no

subependymal nodules. Torso

CT showed bilateral

lumbosacral joint sclerosis

Two sisters have

epilepsy

(36)

F/85 Brooke-Spiegler

syndrome

Multiple papulonodular

lesions, increasing in

number over the years

Since age 55 Metastatic cylindrocarcinoma N/A (11)

“F” and “M,” female and male in Sex column; “Y,” “M,” and “W,” year, month, and week in course of clownlike nose column; “N/A,” data not available.

hypertrophic nodules or papules, except for bulbous tip of the
nose in patients of Tricho-Rhino-Phalangeal Syndrome type I.
In addition, clown nose-like lesions were always accompanied
by other obvious characteristics, such as cancer predisposition,
sparse hair, intellectual problems, and/or neurological diseases
(e.g., epilepsy).

Primary Diseases That Can Present With
Clown Nose-Like Lesions
Primary diseases with clown nose-like lesions may be related
to infections, inflammations, tumors, and other associated
diseases (Table 4 and Figure 1). These diseases may present

with nasal manifestations such as erythema, papules or
nodules, and can be diagnosed through clinical features or
laboratory tests. Clown nose-like lesions caused by infections
or inflammations are relatively easy to diagnose via pathogen
or clinic identifications. Neoplasm-associated clown nose-like
lesions were common among middle-aged and elderly patients.
However, for neoplasm-associated clown nose-like lesions, it was
difficult to judge whether the tumor was benign or malignant,
nor primary or secondary only by nasal manifestations. In
this case, tissue biopsy and a thorough history including a
review of systems were necessary to help make the final
clinical diagnosis.
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TABLE 4 | Primary diseases that can present with clown nose-like lesions.

Classification Diseases Nasal symptoms Diagnosis References

Infection Cutaneous Leishmaniasis Erythema, verrucous hyperplasia Identification of Leishmania by smear or culture (37)

Blastomycosis Verrucous nodules Histopathology (38)

Deep skin mycosis Erythema, papules, scabs Microscopic examination or culture of fungi Our case 7

Superficial skin mycosis Erythema, papules, scaling Microscopic examination or culture of fungi Our case 8

Tumor-

associated

Basal cell carcinoma Erythema, plaque, ulcer Histopathology (39)

Squamous cell carcinoma Plaque, verrucous hyperplasia, central ulcer Histopathology Our case 9

Keratoacanthoma Papules, nodules Histopathology (10)

Sebaceous carcinoma Light red nodules Histopathology (40)

Trichoblastoma Nodules Histopathology (41)

Microcystic adnexal carcinoma Yellow or red nodules Histopathology (42)

Cutaneous T-cell lymphoma Scabs, bloody discharge Histopathology (43)

Rhabdomyosarcoma Smooth surface, red hard patches Histopathology (44)

Folliculosebaceous cystic hamartoma Tawny skin mass Histopathology (45)

Cutaneous sinus histiocytosis Papules, nodules Histopathology (46)

Inflammation Rosacea Erythema, nodules, and nasal glands Clinic Our case 10

Acne Nodules, cysts Clinic Our case 11

Others Sebaceous gland hyperplasia Light-red or light-yellow nodular hyperplasia Histopathology Our case 12

Pseudolymphoma Red smooth hard nodules Histopathology (26)

Sinonasal sarcoidosis Papules, nodules Histopathology (47)

Juvenile xanthogranuloma Yellow-red nodules Histopathology (48)

“N/A,” data not available.

DISCUSSION

The clown nose-like lesion is a term that refers to the

manifestation of a reddish or skin-colored bulge on the tip of
the nose or the manifestation of bulbous tip of the nose (1).
Although clown nose-like lesion had been classically considered
an indicator of cutaneous metastatic malignancies (e.g., lung
cancer), there can be various other causes. Therefore, clinical
issues behind clown nose-like lesions need to be considered

comprehensively. In this study, patients with clown nose-like
lesions in our clinical practices and from published literatures
were collected. They were divided into three categories and
reviewed: metastatic visceral tumors, genetic syndromes, and
primary diseases involving the nasal tip.

For primary diseases with clown nose-like lesions, we
classify them by infectious diseases, neoplasm-related diseases,
inflammatory diseases, and other diseases. Infectious diseases
have no obvious age tendency. The patient’s living area or
occupation should be noted whether it is possible to come into
contact with animals or parasites. It’s often necessary to rely
on pathogenic examination or histopathological examination
to help the diagnosis. Primary neoplastic diseases are usually
found in patients with more than 50 years old. Ulcers may also
present alongside the nasal nodules. The type of tumor needs
to be confirmed by histopathological examination. Inflammatory
diseases, such as rosacea, are common diseases. People may
mistake rosacea for acne, eczema or even the allergic skin
reaction. Rosacea presents main symptoms including facial
flushing, irritated skin, and pimples as well as other symptoms

like blushing easily. It can often be clinically identified or with
the help other instruments (e.g., dermatoscopy).

In some cases, clown nose-like lesions can serve as early
indicators to genetic syndromes, including Hernandez syndrome
and Tricho-Rhino-Phalangeal syndrome (31–33). This is of
great clinical significance, because genetic syndromes with
skin lesions and multisystemic involvement, including cancer
predisposition, are often underrecognized. The majority of skin
lesions are asymptomatic, easily leading to delayed diagnosis
of underlying cancers in dermatological practice. We take
Tricho-Rhino-Phalangeal syndrome as an example. It has
three types, and its common manifestations include enlarged
round nose, sparse hair, bone, and joint abnormalities (54).
Unlike clown nose-like lesion caused by other causes, the
nose in Tricho-Rhino-Phalangeal syndrome is usually enlarged
into pear-shaped bulb and asymptomatic. More importantly,
patients are often accompanied by impairments of other
systems such as intellectual, musculoskeletal, and neurological
systems. Dermatologists should have a systematic approach
and recognize the characteristic clown nose-like lesion early,
and render earlier genetic screening of patients and their
family members.

Clown nose-like lesion was initially considered as a
indicator of cutaneous metastatic malignancies, including
lung carcinomas. Since most visceral malignant tumors have
a poor prognosis, early diagnosis is very important. For older
patients (usually more than 50 years old), careful consideration
should be given to decide whether the asymptomatic clown nose-
like lesion is a metastatic malignancy, especially when it appears
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TABLE 5 | Identification points of clown nose-like lesions.

Metastatic

visceral tumors

Genetic syndromes Primary nasal

diseases

Occurring time of

clown nose-like

lesion

Over 50 years old

generally

Young age, even at birth N/A

The number of

nasal nodules or

papules

Often solitary Often multiple# Solitary or

multiple*

The color of

nodules or papules

Often red or

inflammatory

Often fresh-colored Often red or

inflammatory

The symptom of

clown nose-like

lesion

Asymptomatic Asymptomatic often tender or

pruritic&

Gender N/A, male

preference

Female preference N/A

Family history None Often positive None

Genetic

background

None Positive None

Accompanying

involvements

Visceral tumors Multiple system

involvement

None

Prognosis Poor Depending on the other

system(s) involved

N/A

#Except for some syndrome, e.g., Tricho-Rhino-Phalangeal Syndrome.

*For nasal special infection, e.g., nasal leishmaniasis, nasal nodules are multiple.
&There are individual differences in tender or pruritic sensations, and some clownlike nose

can be asymptomatic.

“N/A,” data not available.

for only a short period of time (within a few weeks). Detailed
medical history, tissue biopsy, and systematic examination are
necessary. The percentage of patients with cutaneous metastases
originating from visceral cancers are ∼0.7–9% (55), in which
lung cancer metastasis happened in 1–12% of cases (2, 56).
Metastatic transmission to the skin can occur in the following
ways: lymphatic transmission, blood-borne transmission, direct
continuity, and rarely iatrogenic implantation (57). Under most
circumstances, the tumor will preferentially metastasize to the
nearby skin, and distant metastasis to the skin is relatively
rare (2). The mechanism of cancer metastasis to the nose has
not been fully elucidated. As reported previously (58), tumor
cells can be transported to the nose through the pulmonary
blood vessels, lymphatic circulation, and vertebral venous
plexus without any valves. In addition, an emboli traveling
through the arteries was also a possible route of metastasis
(59). Tumor emboli may enter the pulmonary vein, then the
systemic circulation through the left atrium, and enter the
cavernous body into the blood supply site. Another possible
mechanism of nasal tip metastasis is that when the intrathoracic
pressure increases significantly, blood-borne emboli drift
upward through the venous plexus to the venous sinuses of
the skull (20). However, the specific mechanism needs to be
further clarified.

In this study, we comprehensively analyzed various causes
of clown nose-like lesions from our clinical cases and
published literatures to further guide clinical diagnosis. The
causes of clown nose-like lesions may be metastatic visceral

tumors, genetic syndromes, and primary diseases involving
the nasal tip. Comprehensive evaluation of clown nose-
like lesions (e.g., occurring time of clown nose-like lesion,
the number/color/symptom of nodules or papules, gender
preference, family history, genetic background, and concomitant
systemic involvements) in combination with other clinical
information (e.g., histopathological findings) is emphasized to
narrow the diagnosis (Table 5). In conclusion, the term of
clown nose-like lesion should be expanded to consider genetic
syndromes and primary diseases that affect the nasal tip, in
addition to cutaneous metastasis.
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